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Abstract. As the proliferation of web services continues to increase,
so does our reliance on web browsers. On the one hand, users routinely
input sensitive data, such as passwords, into its web-pages. Yet, nothing
stops a compromised browser from leaking it to malicious third-parties.
On the other hand, users also trust the displayed browser web-pages
to be non-tampered with. Yet, a Man-In-The-Browser malware (MITB)
can stealthily modify the HTML rendering of these sensitive web-pages.
MITB can inject authentic looking input fields into legitimate web-pages,
prompting unsuspecting users to enter their sensitive data into them. It
can also change the displayed value of a payment amount transaction
to get the user to approve it, while rerouting the funds to a different
account.

Indeed, the lack of trusted input and output channels compromises the
trust between web users and their respective web service providers. There-
fore, the aim of this paper is to enable trusted input and output chan-
nels from end-users to web servers, despite the presence of a malicious
browser, and even a compromised system software.

TrustUI is the name of the paper’s proposed solution. On the one hand,
TrustUI mitigates the lack of trusted output channels by first program-
matically capturing the browser’s screen directly from the GPU’s frame
buffer. It then runs image-analysis on the captured screen to compare
it to a generic trustworthy reference image. On the other hand, TrustUI
solves the lack of trusted input channels by establishing an end-to-end
encrypted channel between web users and servers. It achieves this with a
combination of two trusted execution environments: An Intel SGX web
enclave instantiated within the browser address space, and a personal
security device showcasing a secure element and a separate keypad input
at the side of end-users.

This paper also experimentally evaluates the core functionalities of Trus-
tUI and reports its results.

Keywords: Browser, Man-In-The-Browser Malware, Input Channel, Out-
put Channel, Trusted Execution Environment, Intel SGX
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1 Introduction

The web has become a vital part of today’s modern society. Millions of users rely
on it daily to retrieve information, transfer money, access e-government services,
and conduct business [22]. They also rely on it to configure various safety-critical
devices, such as industrial control systems and medical devices, which offer web
interfaces for remote configuration [10]. This has made the web an attractive tar-
get for cybercriminals, who look for ways to compromise all its three core com-
ponents: web servers, web clients and the network communication layer [20]. As
a defence mechanism, the communication layer between web clients and servers
is protected by end-to-end encryption technologies such as the Transport Layer
Security, while web servers run on tightly managed commercial server platforms.
They are frequently updated and often hardened with enterprise grade security
mechanisms, such as Hardware Security Modules [19]. However, the web client
remains the weakest attack vector, as it runs on the untrusted platforms of end-
users.
Problem Statement. One of the most critical components of the client plat-
form is the browser software. For many web users, it is their primary gateway for
reaching and consuming web services. Consequently, browsers process and store
various security-sensitive data, such as authentication credentials and credit card
details. In this paper, we focus on the two following attack classes:

1. Trusted Input Channel Attack: when users need to communicate with
their remote web service providers, they enter input data into their platforms
through standard input interfaces, such as the keyboard. This input is then
processed by the system software and the browser before being sent over
the Internet to the web server. The later relies on this input to make various
security decisions, such as granting access to the end-user and approving their
transactions. However, a malicious browser or a keylogger which has hooked
into the kernel or the browser’ API is able to leak it to third-parties [17].

2. Trusted Output Attack: Web users routinely rely on what the browser
displays to them in order to make security decisions. For instance, they check
the banking transaction amounts displayed in their screen before approving
them for payment. However, nothing stops a compromised malicious browser
from redirecting the payment transaction to the attacker’s account, then
modifying the HTML rendering of the banking web page to still display the
legitimate transaction. The end-user would then unsuspectingly confirm the
transaction, and the bank would process it as if it originated from a legitimate
user. It can also inject new authentic-looking fields prompting the user to
enter sensitive information such as their credit card details. As the rest of
the web-page, such as the URL and the ‘https’ lock, remain unchanged, it is
very difficult for users to detect that they are interacting with a maliciously
tampered web page [28] [6]. This type of malware is referred to as Malware-
in-The-Browser (MITB).

Indeed, the lack of trusted input and output channels compromise the trust
between end-users and their service providers. Therefore, the main research ques-
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tion of how to enable web users to securely communicate with web application
servers. In other words, we need to enable trusted input and output channels from
the end-user to the web application, despite the presence of a malicious browser
and even system software.
Our Solution. In this paper, a two-part solution architecture called TrustUI is
proposed:

– TrustUI-Trusted Output Solution: The intuition behind TrustUI is the
observation that it is ineffective to leave it to end users to detect when
a web page’s rendering has been modified as the new modified, since the
rogue web-page can look completely identical to the original one. Further-
more, solutions proposing out-of-band verification, such as SMS’s sent by
banks to confirm payment details, can still be defeated. This is due to two
fundamental weaknesses: on the one hand, out-of-band modalities are sub-
ject to habituation. Users simply start confirming the transactions out of
habit without double-checking their details, or become inattentive to small
transaction modifications such as similar bank accounts, or slightly rounded
transaction amounts [5]. On the other hand, even if out-of-band verification
is successfully carried out by the user, its effectiveness is only limited to at-
tack scenarios where only dynamic page values, such as transaction amount,
are modified. Multi-Factor out-of-band solutions are ineffective against at-
tack scenarios where rogue elements are added into the web page, such as
input fields prompting users to enter the passwords into them. However,
TrustUI intuition is that a web server, such as a bank, can increase trust in
the transaction they are processing if they have a guarantee that it matches
the screen displayed to the end-user. In a parallel world, web servers would
have a way to access the users’ screen before every transaction. In the ab-
sence of that, TrustUI proposes a two-step solution which can achieve the
same guarantees, albeit in a different manner. The first component is a screen
capture engine: it programmatically captures a bitmap representation of the
rendered display directly from the GPU frame buffer, which is out of reach
from malware-in-the-Browser. The second component is the image analysis
engine, which cross-compares the captured image to a reference one. This
allows it to detect any rogue injected elements. Furthermore, if the goal is
to detect tampering with dynamic values such as the transaction balance,
the optical character recognition can be performed.

– TrustUI-Trusted Input Solution: to protect the confidentiality of user
input from a compromised browser and operating system, TrustUI aims to
build an end-2-end encrypted input channel between the end-users’ input
interface and their web server. A straightforward solution to this problem
would be to encrypt all sensitive input at the level of the keyboard’s sub-
system, before it becomes accessible to the rest of the platform’s system
software and browser. However, this solution is impractical with out-of-the
box commodity platforms, since the standard keyboards are not able to per-
form secure cryptographic operations and negotiate keys. Instead, TrustUI
proposes to equip users with personal security devices with dedicated input
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keypads. These PSDs can establish an end-2-end encrypted channel to a web
enclave which TrustUI establishes within the browser’s address space. Intel
SGX can protect user’s input secure against all platform malware, including
a malicious operating system. Furthermore, the security of PSD’s is based
on an embedded secure element, and a separate keypad and display [15].
These two Trusted execution environments negotiate and establish an end-
2-end encrypted channel. The user then uses the keypad of the trusted device
to enter their security sensitive input, which is sent encrypted to the web
enclave and finally to the web application.

Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the
needed background. Section 3 introduces the proposed solution. Subsequently,
section 4 presents the experimental results. The paper then follows with an
overview of the related work, and concludes with a discussion of the results,
open research questions and suggested future work.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Man-in-the-Browser-Attacks

Man-In-The-Browser malware (MITB) is a ‘Trojan that infects endpoints through
malicious email attachments, links, or even when a user visits an infected web-
site [21]. Once a platform is infected, MITB malware hooks itself into browser
elements such as Browser Helper Objects (BHO), plugins, JavaScript, Add-on
features, Ajax calls and DOM Object models [6].An MITB can then see and do
everything a web user can see and do with a browser. The attacks it launches
usually fall into one of two common patterns. First, MITB can silently wait for
the user to visit a target web-page, such as the authentication page of a bank. It
then intercepts the authentication credentials and leaks them to other malicious
third-parties. In the second attack scenario, the MITB takes a more active role.
It modifies the rendering of the webpage elements, effectively changing what is
being displayed for the user. For instance, it can modify the value of a payment
transaction, or even inject new authentic-looking fields prompting the user to
enter sensitive information such as their credit card details. As the rest of the
web-page such as the URL and the ‘https’ lock remain unchanged, it is very dif-
ficult for users to detect that they are interacting with a maliciously tampered
web page.

In this way, MITB malware is different and more dangerous than traditional
phishing attacks. while the later uses links or email attachments to get users
to a fake website where they input their secure data, MITB still lets the victim
interact with the legitimate website, while passively stealing their data or actively
modifying their web-page display [21].

2.2 Frame Buffer

The frame buffer is part of the graphics subsystem. It is a large, contiguous piece
of computer memory that sits between the processor and the display. Whenever
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the CPU sends a frame update to the graphics subsystem, the graphics processor
forms a picture of the screen image and stores it in the frame buffer. ‘It typically
stores a bitmap representation of the screen, which consists of colour values for
every pixel to be shown on the display. Colour values are commonly stored in
1-bit binary (monochrome), 4-bit palettized, 8-bit palettized, 16-bit high colour
and 24-bit true colour formats. The data is sent as a digital signal to the display
[16] [13].

Fig. 1. Buffer Frame: A System Overview

2.3 Intel Software Guard Extensions

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a system security primitive that
provides enforced isolation for executing security sensitive application logic. The
TEE isolates its hardware and software resources from a general processing envi-
ronment, also referred to as the rich execution environment (REE), where most
of the platform software, including the primary operating system, runs.

Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX) are a recent security extension for the
X86 Intel processor family. Its main aim is to allow ring 3 applications to control
their own security by creating enclaves [7]. Enclaves are thus hardware TEEs
that applications can create within their address space. Enclaves can then be
used to run security-sensitive code and data, where no other software residing
on the platform can access it, including the privileged system level software
such as the operating system and the hypervisor. Inside the CPU’s perimeter,
enclave’s data is processed in plaintext. Once outside the CPU, it always remains
encrypted by the new encryption engine, using a hardware protected key which
is generated upon every platform reboot. However, enclaves lack the ability to
execute system calls, as this relies on the operating system which is considered
untrusted within the SGX threat model [7].

2.4 Personal Security Devices

Personal Security Devices (PSD) are minimal portable embedded devices, which
are used to carry security-sensitive operations outside the perimeter of the po-
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tentially compromised general-purpose end-point devices. One way to conceptu-
alize them is as a smart card with a display and a keypad. Indeed, they are often
designed around a secure element, which is augmented by secure storage, and
IO channels. While PSDs have been around for many decades, they have been
popularized in recent years by the rise of cryptocurrencies which has prompted
the need for wallets to store the cryptographic keys away from the malicious
platforms [3].

OffPAD is a one such PSD which has been developed within the univer-
sity of Oslo. It uses a secure dual-architecture, where certified secure elements
are attached to a general-purpose microcontroller which drives the attached UI
devices. These are a fingerprint reader, a keypad and a screen [26]

3 SOLUTION OVERVIEW

3.1 TrustUI-Trusted Output Channel Solution

As discussed in the introduction, there are currently no perfect solutions for users
and web servers to detect a browser page that has been tampered with. Even
multi-factor authentication solutions which rely on out-of-band modalities such
as SMS’s are not enough. They are completely useless against MITB attacks
which inject rogue new elements into the browser’s page. Furthermore, even if
they can help guard against modifications to dynamic values, such as transac-
tion amounts, they are vulnerable to habituation. Users simply start confirming
the transactions out of habit without double-checking their details, or become
inattentive to small transaction modifications such as similar bank accounts, or
slightly rounded transaction amounts [5].

Therefore, TrustUI intuition is that a web server, such as a bank server, can
increase trust in the transaction they are processing if they have a guarantee
that it matches the screen displayed to the end-user. TrustUI proposes the fol-
lowing two-steps solution: first, a screen capture engine which programmatically
captures a bitmap representation of the rendered display directly from the GPU
frame buffer, which is out of reach from malware-in-the-Browser. Second, an
image analysis engine, which cross-compares the captured image to a reference
one, or which perform Optical Character Recognition, depending on the type of
transaction being processed.

USE CASE While we have expanded on the description of such a malware-in-
the browser attack in previous sections, we would like to provide the following
use case as concrete motivating example to use for the rest of the paper:

1. A user wants to pay 100 USD to the merchant’s account A.

2. A Man-In-The-Browser intercepts the transaction and changes the details
to ‘pay 200 USD to the intruder’s bank account B’, then forwards it to the
bank web server.
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3. the bank’s web server sends a confirmation request to the user to approve
the payment of 200 USD to the intruder’s bank account B, in the form of a
web page to be rendered by the browser and displayed on the screen.

4. The Man-In-The-Browser malware intercepts the HTML rendering request,
and modifies it to display ‘approve 100 USD to the merchant’s bank account
A’.

5. The user is prompted to approve the payment of 100 USD to the Merchant’s
bank account A.

6. The user approves the payment transaction, and the browser relays it to the
bank’s server.

7. The bank processes a payment of 200 USD to the intruder’s account.

Fig. 2. Malware In the Browser Attack Scenario

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE TrustUI proposes a two-step solution to
allow web servers to gain trust that users are not viewing tampered with web
pages.

1. Screen Capture Engine: it captures a bitmap representation of the ren-
dered display directly from the GPU frame buffer, which is out of reach for
MITB malware.

2. Image Analysis Engine: It cross-compares the captured image to a refer-
ence one and/or perform OCR to extract numerical and textual values from
the capture.

SCREEN CAPTURE ENGINE To get a trustworthy copy of the displayed
image, we need to capture it programmatically from a system component that
is deemed trustworthy under our threat mode. The frame buffer is one such
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Fig. 3. TrsutUI Solution Overview For the Trusted Output Channel Attack

component. On the one hand, it always has a bitmap representation of the
image to be displayed. On the other hand, MITB malware cannot tamper with
its content. To securely access the frame buffer, there exists several options which
are platform-dependent. In this section, we discuss solutions relevant to Windows
platforms, since we used it to run the experiments part of this paper:

– Kernel Mode Capturing: it requires writing a kernel video miniport
driver, that would have unprivileged access to the frame buffer [18].

– User Mode Capturing: it leverages one of the APIs that are offered by
the Windows operating system for applications to programmatically access
the frame buffer.
1. Microsoft DirectX: This is a collection of application programming

interfaces (APIs) for handling tasks related to multimedia, especially
game programming and video, on Microsoft platforms [18]. The most
interesting API for this paper is the desktop duplication API. It pro-
vides controlled access to applications which require remote access to a
desktop , and allows them to capture frames as they are updated. ‘The
interface IDirect3DDevice8 provides GetFrontBuffer() method that takes
a IDirect3DSurface8 object pointer and copies the contents of the front
buffer onto that surface. Once the screen is captured onto the surface,
we can use the function D3DXSaveSurfaceToFile() to save the surface
directly to the disk in bitmap format’ [18].

2. Graphics Device Interface GDI is also a collection of APIs. It is
used for representing graphical objects in the frame buffer, and then
transmitting them to output devices such as monitors and printers. GDI
is based on the Device Context (DC) object, which is handle to either an
entire screen, a window, a subset of a window or a printer. Details about
how to use GDI for screen capture are outline in the implementation
section.

IMAGE PROCESSING ENGINE Once we have programmatically cap-
tured the content of the screen from the frame buffer and reconstructed the
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image, we need to process it so as to decide whether it has been tampered with
or not. The most straightforward solution here is to compare the captured im-
age to a reference one, which we assume would have been sent by the web server
securely. This is sufficient when TrustUI needs to detect whether MITB has in-
jected new elements into the webpage or not, this would be sufficient to conclude
whether the web page has been tampered with. However, if the goal is to detect
whether a dynamic value such as the bank transaction details has been modified,
then Optical Character Recognition is also needed. It can then be compared to
the transaction amount being sent back to the server.

While TrustUI can handle both cases, the experiments reported in this paper
focus only on comparing a screen capture to a legitimate reference one, without
the OCR part. A straightforward solution for TrustUI is to compare the bitmap
representation of the two images pixel by pixel. This is sufficient in our case,
since TrustUI needs to capture the visual similarity between two images and not
its semantic one.

3.2 Trusted Input Channel

When an end-user inputs their sensitive data into the platform’s keyboard, its
confidentiality can be compromised not only by a malicious browser, but also
by all the software stack on that platform. A straightforward solution to this
problem would be to encrypt all sensitive input at the level of the keyboard’s
subsystem, before it becomes accessible to the rest of the platform’s system
software and browser. However, this solution is impractical for several reasons:
first, standard keyboards are not able to perform secure cryptographic operations
and negotiate keys. Second, it is not clear where the decryption would take place
in such a scenario.

TrustUI still relies on the same idea of having the sensitive input encrypted
while it is present within the platform. However, given the above discussed lim-
itations, TrustUI leverages two additional hardware-based trusted execution en-
vironments to enable the solution.

– End-user side: instead of relying on the default platform keyboard interface,
TrustUI equips the user with trusted embedded device, otherwise referred
to as Personal Security Devices, PSD. At the core of PSDs’ architecture is
a secure element able of securely performing cryptographic operations, and
which communicates securely with the PSD’s dedicated UI channels, namely
its keypad and display.

– Browser side: TrustUI instantiates an Intel SGX enclave within the browser’s
address space. This web enclave can then securely negotiate a secure channel
with the user’s PSD, decrypt all incoming sensitive input, and then forward it
to the appropriate service provider. The enclave’s operations are protected
against any malware residing within either the browser or the platform’s
system software.

In order to enable this use case, TrustUI relies on a two-step protocol:
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1. Secure Channel Establishment: this is a one-time interactive protocol which
aims to establish a shared secret key between the web enclave and the per-
sonal security device.

2. Message Exchange: it takes place every time a user wants to enter security
sensitive web input into a browser’s page. The PSD uses the pre-shared secret
key, negotiated in step 1, to encrypt the input, while the web enclave uses it
for decryption.

INTEL REMOTE ATTESTATION A core component of TrustUI secure
channel establishment is the Intel remote attestation procedure. This section
outlines its details before moving forward with presenting the solution.

Before a remote service provider provisions secrets into the enclave or accepts
the output of its computation, it needs to establish two trust guarantees. First,
the enclave needs to be running on a genuine SGX enabled Intel processor,
and not an emulated environment. Second, the enclave’s initial code and data
which were loaded by the operating system should not have been tampered
with. Remote attestation is the process which ensures these two guarantees. It
is an interactive protocol between the attested platform, the attesting remote
service provider and the Intel Attestation Service (IAS), online service operated
by Intel [7] [9].

Each SGX hardware has a unique attestation key, which is only accessible by
special Intel SGX architectural enclaves, such as the quoting enclave. During an
attestation protocol, the quoting enclave first forms a structure referred to as a
quote, composed of a hash of measurements reflecting the order and the content
of code which has been initially loaded into the enclave by the operating system.
Subsequently, the quoting enclave signs the quote using the attestation key and
forwards it to the remote service provider and the Intel Attestation Service. The
IAS verifies that the signature has been generated by a genuine non-revoked Intel
SGX hardware, while the service provider compares the measurement value to a
reference one, so as to ensure that the enclave code has not been tampered with
during the loading process [7] .

SOLUTION COMPONENTS In this section, we present an overview of the
components that are part of the TrustUI solution of the trusted input problem,
before introducing the secure channel establishment protocol.

Intel Attestation Service: IAS is involved during the remote attestation
process of the web enclave. It has an identity key pair and a certificate signed
by Intel.

Remote Service Provider: in our use case, RSV is the web server who
needs to establish trust that the input it receives is coming from legitimate users
and not malware.

Personal Security Device: the PSD has an identity key pair, whose public
key is certified by the manufacturing authority. The certificate authority public
key is publicly available to third-parties.
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Fig. 4. Malware In the Browser Attack Scenario* [4]

Fig. 5. TrustUI Trusted Input Solution Overview

WebEnclave: it is responsible for negotiating the secure channel with the
PSD, and then using the pre-shared key to decrypt the PSD’s encrypted input.

SECURE CHANNEL ESTABLISHMENT This a one-time interactive
protocol performed at set up time, so as to provide the PSD and the web enclave
with a symmetric share key they can use for subsequent communication.

1. PSD generates Pa and constructs Msg1=(nonce,Pa), signs it with its identity
private key and sends it to the web enclave.

2. The web Enclave verifies the PSD signature to ensure it has been generated
by a genuine hardware non-revoked PSD. We assume that all manufactured
PSDs are signed by an authority whose certificate is public ally available to
all parties involved in the protocol.
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Fig. 6. Secure Channel Establishment Protocol

3. The web enclave invokes the quoting enclave to generate a quote structure
and sends it to the RSV.

4. RSV forwards the quote to the IAS.
5. IAS verifies that the quote structure has been generated by a genuine non-

revoked Intel SGX hardware.
6. IAS returns the attestation status to the RSV.
7. RSV verifies the attestation status and the enclave measurement, so as to

ensure that the enclave has been loaded properly by the untrusted system
software.

8. RSV constructs Msg2 = Signed by RSV identity private key (IAS quote
response). RSV sends Msg2 to the web enclave.

9. Web enclave generates Pb, and derives Pab and constructs Msg3= (Msg2 +
nonce + Pb) encrypted with Pab+ Pb

10. PSD derives Pab, decrypts Msg3, and verifies the IAS and RSV signatures.
11. Web enclave generates gd, and a TPM signature over the quote
12. OffPAD verifies TPM quote with enterprise certificate. Verifies signature of

IAS, RS, and device’s shared key

At the end of this protocol, both enclave and OffPAD derives a shared secret
key K.

4 Experimental Set-Up and Evaluation

4.1 Trusted Output

The experiments were performed on an HP machine with an Intel Core(TM)i7
-75000 CPU, a 32GB RAM, and an Intel(R) HD Graphics 620. The platform
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runs a 64-bit Windows 10 Operating system Home edition. The experiment
uses Instagram’s login page as a use case. In order to mimic the MITB attack
which injects rogue input fields into a page, we draw a rogue Instagram mock-
up login page. This malicious page hides the legitimate username and password
fields, which are centrally indented in the legitimate page, and replaces them
with identical looking username and password input fields which are indented
to the left. Except from this modification, the webpage including the URL looks
completely identical to the legitimate Instagram login page.

Fig. 7. Reference Legitimate Page- Username/Password Fields are in the middle

Fig. 8. Malicious Page- Rogue Injected Username/Password field-Left Indented

In order to capture the displayed screen, TrustedUI used an open source
implementation of the GDI screen capture solution. [2]. GDI is based on the
Device Context (DC) object, which is a handle to either an entire screen, a
window, a subset of the window or a printer. Therefore, when TrustUI needs
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to programmatically capture the screen displayed by the browser, the following
steps are followed:

– Get the device context of the desktop to be captured using the function
GetDeksopWindow().

– Get the DC of the desktop window using the function GetDC();
– Create a compatible DC for the Desktop DC along with a compatible bitmap

to select into that compatible DC using CreateCompatibleBitmap()

After having captured the image from the frame buffer, we perform a pixel-
by-pixel comparison of the bitmap representations of the reference image and
the captured one, which is supposedly malicious. As the two images we used are
different, we get a trigger that the webpage is malicious.

While the delay introduced by the screen capture image is insignificant, the
image analysis takes 4 seconds to complete.

Fig. 9. MITB attack detected

4.2 Trusted Input

The implementation of TrustUI trusted input focuses on its core component,
which is the client side. The experiments were run on an HP machine with an
Intel Core(TM)i7 -75000 CPU that is SGX enabled, a 32GB RAM. The platform
runs a 64-bit Windows 10 Operating system Home edition. The provisioning was
left out of this paper’s experimented and assumed to have been carried at a prior
time as per the above described protocol, or that the shared key has been in-
stantiated manually during the platform initialization. For the personal security
device, the experiment uses an Arduino Uno, which simulates the keypad. The
Arduino Uno sends encrypted messages over a serial communication port to the
application which creates an enclave. This experiment used AES-256 for encryp-
tion. The main overhead introduced in this scenario is the fact that the user
needs to use an additional piece of hardware to enter his input.

5 RELATED WORK

Trusted Input: The lack of a trusted channel from the web user to the web
server is a recognized problem. Since the release of Intel SGX, it became ap-
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Fig. 10. Arduino Serial Communication

parent that enclaves can play an important role in protecting security-sensitive
input data from malicious client platforms. However, Intel SGX lacks support
for trusted input channels to the end-user. Therefore, there have been several
proposals to resolve this. One set of solutions relies on the hypervisor to establish
generic secure IO channels, as is the case of SGXIO [27]. The other set of solutions
uses external embedded hardware devices to establish a secure communication
channel to either the SGX enclave of the web server. Indeed, the idea of using an
external trusted embedded for trusted UI is not new, as it dates back to the 80s,
before the proliferation of smart phones and personal security devices [24]. More
recently, there has been a renewed interest in using these trusted devices with
Intel SGX. Just as we were working on this research paper, SGX-USB proposed
a solution with practically the same architecture as TrustUI [14]. Fidelius and
ProximetEE also propose very similar architectures [11] [9]

Trusted Input: Authentication credentials are a common attack target for
active Man-In-The-Browser malware. Therefore, many service providers, such as
banks, propose two-factor authentication which rely on out-of-band verification
to mitigate this attack. Such solutions can be defeated because of two funda-
mental weaknesses. On the one hand, the out-of-band modality such, as SMSs
sent by the bank to confirm transaction details, are subject to user habituation.
Users simply start to confirm the transactions out of habit without verifying the
SMS details, or become inattentive to small transaction modifications such as
similar bank accounts, or slightly rounded transaction amounts [5]. On the other
hand, even if out-of-band verification is successfully carried out by the user, its
effectiveness is only limited to attack scenarios where only dynamic page values
are modified. It is, however, ineffective against attack scenarios where rogue ele-
ments are added into the web page, such as input fields prompting users to enter
the passwords into them. Therefore, solutions which aim at improving the overall
security of the browser software have been proposed. Promos integrates support
for browsers at the OS-level [23]. Cloud terminal runs a lightweight secure thin
terminal locally and outsources the rest of the security-sensitive computation
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to a remote server [1]. Shadowcrypt uses a Shadow DOM to allow encrypted
input/output for web applications [12].

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Users and web browsers make various security decisions based on client input
and output channels. Therefore, this paper proposes TrustUI, a new architecture
solution for enabling secure input and output channels from the end-user to the
web server, despite the presence of a malicious browser, able to leak sensitive
users’ input, and modify the browser pages displayed to them. In order to miti-
gate the trusted output attacks, we design a two-component solution, where we
first programmatically capture the screen directly from the frame buffer, then
compare it to a reference trustworthy screen. The paper then experimentally
evaluates the screen capture engine using an open source GDI API implemen-
tation. As for the trusted input attack, we propose to equip users with personal
security devices with dedicated input keypads. These PSDs are able to establish
an end-2-end encrypted channel to a web enclave which we establish within the
browser’s process address space. We use an Arduino Uno to simulate user’s input
into the PSD and send AES encrypted input messages to the application.

As a future work, we would like to implement and run both the image pro-
cessing and screen capture engines within a more trustworthy execution environ-
ment, such as an Intel SGX enclave. In this case, TrustUI would need to utilize
libraries which allow applications to run unmodified within the enclaves, such as
Graphene [25]. Finally, TrustUI acknowledges the fact that it burdens the user
with the need to carry an extra hardware device. Therefore, we would to explore
as a future work to explore the feasibility of using the new android transaction
confirmation API. This would allow TrustUI to use smartphones instead the
personal security devices, while providing similar security guarantees and more
usability [8].
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